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Tickless Time
SENIOR IAN FLYNN’S Frequent Friday show is an adapted 

version of the 1920’s play “Tickless Time.” A comedy based on 

living off of a sundial. The main characters, Tim and Eloise, 

stop using automatic clocks, and only rely on the sundial to 

keep track of time. As they live their daily lives, they realize 

that the sundial isn’t as accurate as they previously thought. 

They struggle to adjust to their new schedule, but they don’t 

want to go back to using automatic clocks.

SENIOR TESSA HERRING’S Frequent Friday is 

adapted version of her favorite childhood TV show — 

“A Series of Unfortunate Events.” It’s a 30-minute 

simplified adaption of the three orphaned Baudelaire 

children’s unfortunate life with their evil distant relative 

Count Olaf. They have to stick together as they escape 

from Olaf’s evil wrath. 

16

08
THE COMMUNITY 
[in theater] is really fun. There’s 
a lot of really nice people there 
and there’re a lot of really funny 
people, I always have a laugh 
there.

“
NORA 
HERRING

Any Body 
for Tea?

SENIOR NORA HERRING’S Frequent Friday show is an 

adaptation of the murder-comedy play “Any Body for Tea?” 

The show is about three crazy old ladies who are all in love 

with Dennis O’Finn —their homicide detective neighbor. The 

play starts with Dennis O’Finn asking to transfer to a different 

detective unit and then flashbacks to the events that caused him 

to transfer. How far will the ladies go to get close to him? 

IAN 
FLYNN

I LOVE DIRECTING. 
That’s something I’m super 
passionate about. And the theater 
community is great, and I want to 
help foster that and keep it going 
for the future generations. 

“5CAST MEMBERS

JUNIOR WYATT MOON
FRESHMAN CLEMENTINE 
GOGOL

LEADING ACTORS:

TOTAL

9
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Frequent Friday 
information and 
other upcoming 
theatre shows

[THE CAST] PUT 
a lot of effort into [the show]. I spend 
hours after school working on it. The cast 
put so much time into memorizing lines 
and blogging and all of that. It’s just a 
good way to support us and SME theater.

“
TESSA 
HERRING
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Why should people watch 
your show?

Why should others join 
theater?

Why did you put on a 
Frequent Friday show?

TBD


